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Abstract: The problem of power generating equipment reliability and safety of thermal (TPP), hydro (HPP) and nuclear (NPP)
power plants at each its life cycle stage is set and the solution approach is proposed. The blockchain distributed data storage
system to unite different members of the energy system is described. It is shown that the suggested technology allows
decentralized data storage reliability increase due to the data exists till its last participant leaves and safety is ensured by the
electric market participant consensus algorithm. The algorithm for the decentralized blockchain system is developed. The new
technique for reliability design calculation based on using both constant and time-varying failure rate is introduced. It is
suggested to use control action method expressed as the design, technological and operational parameters from the normative
documents. The generalized model of reliability design calculation representing product of three components of failure free
operation probability is developed. It is shown that developing new algorithms of statistical data obtaining and designing full
repair processes allow planning equipment repair, obtaining and analyzing the corresponding reliability indeces when the
equipment is in operation and then choose the most fitting repair time and amount optimization, operation mode selection and
power plant long term equipment time in operation forecasting solutions. The technique for the power equipment condition
forecasting by archival data stored in the distributed system, the data can be used to predict equipment failures and decide
whether it should be repaired. It is shown that the desired prediction accuracy can be achived by using neural network due to its
feature to reveal complex relations between input and output values.
Keywords: Power Equipment Reliability, Blockchain, Machine Learning

1. Introduction
Issues of reliability and safety in large engineering systems
should be taken into account at the combined heat and power
station (CHP), nuclear power plant (NPP) and hydroelectric
plant (HEP) power equipment design, manufacturing and
operational stages. This is due to the fact that thermal and
electrical generation reliability factor is one of the key
parameter at the wholesale market for electricity and power.
Over the past 30 years the CHP, NPP and HEP power
equipment lifetime exceeded the established, though the
required quantity of heat and electrical energy only increased
and it demands new sources of power. Thus it’s necessary to
develop new techniques and mathematical models for

maintaining high level of power equipment reliability and
safety at each lifetime stage.
One of the basic criteria of power equipment reliability
maintaining is information support quality of actual
equipment state and its previous values, which can be used
for equipment failure and malfunction prediction and
decision making whether the equipment should be out of
service for repair.
The developed power equipment efficient management
techniques are based on both analyzing large quantities of
data and using complicated mathematical tools, resulting in
creating single data base to store and process information [1,
2].
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2. Distributed Power Equipment Data
Base
Thus it’s necessary to create a system, which purpose is
receive, analyze and store reliability data, which includes
electricity generator, system operator and power equipment
manufacturer information. As the result, power equipment
reliability and quality are monitored over its lifetime,
spanning the moment of being produced to decommissioning.
The tasks to be solved are provided below:
1. Need for finding the market member to be responsible
for data acquisition and storing, maintaining its
reliability;
2. Making data base open to each market member - from
power equipment manufacturer to power generation
facility;
3. Providing continuous data receiving from market
members;
4. Data validity and safety assurance.
In its turn, centralized data harvesting and store alongside
with provisioning are exposed to financial expenses and its
level will increase as the data base spreads out, and due to its
inaccessibility in free cost it will have a negative impact on
the market members’ motivation for data sharing. As the data
base lifetime is not limited, but its structure can be morphed
it’s necessary to store data securely.
The decentralized data store technology, such as
blockchain, is suggested to solve this problem. In this case
each market member can store, retrieve and enter data [1, 3].
Implementing the technology means that data exists as long
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as there is at least one member storing it. The consensus
algorithm provides data security, i.e. if a market member tries
to send data, that fails to meet the consensus, it will be
rejected.
The key feature of the suggested technology is absence of
mediators, whose purpose is assuring reliability and safety those functions are up to the system members. It means that if
at least 51% of members abide by the consensus, then the
system is safe, hence it becomes more secure with increasing
the amount of members.
The modern electric power system unites large electricity
generators, transmission system operators and distribution
companies. In Russian Federation the system operator and
trading system administrator of the unified energy system are
responsible for information management, which scope is
qualitative-quantitative values, representing member
relationship of the wholesale market for electricity and power
[2, 4]. The suggested system members are power equipment
manufacturers, power generators and system operators. All of
them are equal partners.
The purpose of the system is acquire and store actual power
equipment state and its archival data during its lifetime:
malfunctions, failures, scheduled and off-scheduled outages,
machine loading changes, relocation of equipment between
members. Full information is stored in data blocks, where
each has the hash of last one and contains data about all
previous blocks in the chain, so it’s impossible to fake any
chain element.
In figure 1 the common informational system structure is
presented, which contains two blocks.

Figure 1. The common informational system structure.

The informational system structure illustrated in figure 1
represents two connected in series blocks with the following
fields:
1. Block number (required field);
2. Member identification key (required field);
3. Data block, which contains power equipment
information (optional field);
4. Service field, which is introduced because of the
assuming that the informational system exists long time
and some data parameters and the consensus algorithm
can be changed. When it’s necessary to edit blockchain
rules members can vote for them by sending empty
blocks but this field, which contains their decision.

Moreover this field can be used as indication, attracting
other members (optional field, empty by default);
5. Previous block hash provides data validity (required
field);
6. Timestamp represents Unix Timestamp (required
field);
7. Block hash is data hash including previous block hash
(required field);
8. Electronic signature allows verifying whether the data
was sent by the proper member.
Block hash is a unique variable representing block data.
Any block data change leads to change in its hash. The
suggested hash generating algorithm is SHA-256 [5, 6].
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The proposed system can’t be complete decentralized,
because of its importance at the country level, therefore it’s
necessary to the state to decide whether include a member or
not, and creating state electronic signature provider makes it
possible. The electronic signature provider is considered to be
an information system member with exclusive rights to assign
electronic signatures, register members and freeze them.
The first block in the chain is provider’s one, containing its
open key allowing other members checking its electronic
signature.
Process of registration consists of:
1. A member (generator, equipment manufacturer)
submits join with sending the proper papers to the state
provider (SP);
2. The SP verifies the request;
3. The SP adds the member in blockchain assigning an
open key and electronic signature to it;
4. The other members check the electronic signature and
accept the block;
5. Each member gets its personal closed key to sign their
data and send it to the blockchain.
The SP also has a permission to freeze members.
Any decentralized blockchain system must follow the
consensus algorithm. If a block doesn’t meet the requirement
members reject it. Hence if at least 51% of members are fair,
then incoming blocks are considered valid.
The consensus algorithm:
1. Block hash verifying;
2. Sender verifying: checking the last report block on
member and their status from the SP;
3. Member’s electronic signature verifying via comparing
with the report block data;
4. Block data validation;
5. Timestamp verifying: the datetime value can’t be
greater than previous block’s one;
6. Previous block hash checking;
If the consensus condition is met then block is added to the
blockchain.
Block data validation depends on the block data type as
various members use different data structures. As an example
let’s analyze a power equipment manufacturer and their block
data structure. Let’s suppose that the manufacturer produces
transformers TSK-SVEL-25, then the data structure looks as
it’s shown in figure 2.

The following fields are filled:
1. Type, i.e. sent data type. In this case it takes a number
34, which means new equipment model registration
code. It is a required field for block if it includes data as
it’s considered in data block validation;
2. Id represent a 256-bit unique identifier, which is always
verified to be unique when it’s received (required field);
3. Name field contains the equipment model stamp
(optional field);
4. Data field can store technical parameters (optional
field).
The proposed structure can be morphed with putting field
List after Type, where it can store an array of equipment
stamps (figure 3). Doing so the manufacturer can register
produced equipment after their registered the equipment
model.

Figure 3. Produced equipment registration.

Equipment registration assigns a unique 256-bit key and
sends data to the system. Therefore the following information
is available:
1. The manufacturer information, which is added by the
SP;
2. The equipment models;
3. The produced equipment instances.
Then the manufacturer supplies equipment to a power
generator, which is the system member too. To do so it’s
necessary to create a transaction data block (figure 4).

Figure 4. The transaction block data.

Figure 2. Equipment model registration.

Where Type value 3 means an outgoing transaction; To is
the power generator address; List field contains registered
equipment; Data field is for notes.
Such a transaction can be performed not only by a
manufacturer, but any equipment owner. Unlike the digital
information the real equipment can’t be delivered in no time,
so the done transaction doesn’t mean that the equipment is
supplied, but it was reserved. Once the equipment has been
delivered the analogue transaction should be done, but with
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Type value equal 4. After that a generator is capable to share
the equipment state information via the blockchain system.

2. Year-variant failure rate reliability calculation model
(figure 6b, 7):

 n 3

P2 (t ) = exp− ∑ ∑ λ ij (t ),
 i =1 j =1




3. Power Equipment Reliability Model
Designing new statistical data acquisition algorithm and
developing complete repair process mathematical model
allows its conditioning process simulation, obtaining and
analyzing reliability rate of equipment in operation and
making decision on optimizing repair volume and schedule,
qualitative operation mode selection and forecasting
equipment operating age.
Unlike the known design reliability calculation method
based on constancy of component fault rate λ(t) = λ = const
the suggested one is based on concerning both constant λ =
const and time-varying λ(t) fault rate [7-12]. The technique
and mathematical models are described in figures 5-8.
According to the presented schematic structure, general
design calculation model has been developed, which
represents product of three probability of failure-free
operation components.

Pоб (t ) = P1 (t )P2 (t ).P3 (t ),
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(3)

Figure 7. Failure rate time history chart.

Timespans: (0 – t1), (t 1 – t 2), (t 2 – tn), (tn – tn+1).
3. Mechanical engineering assemblies and metalwork
reliability calculation model:


 m − m2
P3 (t ) = Φ 1
 σ2 + σ2
2
 1

(1)

Where P1(t) stands for unpredictable failure regarding
probability of failure-free operation in time t;
P2(t) is year failure rate probability;
P3(t) is mechanical engineering assemblies and metalwork
probability of failure-free operation in time t.

f1 ( x ) =

f 2 (x) =



;


(4)
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Figure 5. Engineering system component schematic structure.

With exponential failure law and three series-connected
element schematic structure (figure 5) will find engineering
system reliability calculation mathematical models for each
equation (1) component:
1. Unpredictable constant failure rate reliability
calculation model (Figure 6a):
 n

P1 ( t ) = exp  − λi t  ,


 i =1 

∑

(2)

Where λi is engineering system component failure rate
from reference literature or technical standard documentation;
t is for time.

Up =

σ +σ
2
1

2
2

=

n −1

(nν1 )

2

+ν

2
2

Where m1 and m2 stand for durability and load
mathematical expectation respectively (Figure 8),
σ1 and σ2 are root mean square durability and load
respectively (figure 8),

m1
is assurance factor,
m2
σ
ν1 = 1 is durability variation coefficient,
m1
σ
ν 2 = 2 is load variation coefficient,
m2
n=

Ud is normal distribution function quantile.

Figure 6. Stationary random function (a - failure rate, b - reliability
function).

,
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With exponential failure law control actions can be
determined from formula [12]:
 u1 (t )   u10 (t )
 b11 b12
 u (t )  0 

u
(
t
)
 2  =  2  + T (1 − exp (− t / T )) b21 b22
 ...   ... 
 ... ...

  0 

u
(
t
)
u
(
t
)


 m   m 
bn1 bn 2

Figure 8. Durability and load density.

Component design reliability calculation should concern 3
lifetime stages with various failure rate:
1. Implementation;
2. Operation (30 years) till complete repair;
3. Depreciation and ageing after 30 years in operation.
At each stage the failure rate is chosen according to the
similar item statistic data or reference information.
Such an approach to design reliability calculation allows
estimating reliability and safety level more objectively at
each lifetime stage. Safety level is calculated from accident
failure rate, causing fire, explosion, flooding etc. Assembly
units and elements, which can cause accident, are determined
by design manager of the respective unit or element.
The control action method is suggested to increase level of
reliability at design stage. The control actions are design,
process and operational data according to the standards [7, 11,
12]. The principle of the method is outlined as follows: design
calculation model is a system of input, output and condition
variables (figure 9).

Figure 9. Design calculation model for reliability enhancement.

Control action variables can be defined as structural
changes in design documents, process condition changes in
process documents and directions for updating operational
documentation. The parameter status matrix represents
permissible design, process and operational parameter
variation sets. Output variable vector represents reliability
parameter expressed as failure rate, mean time between
failures or probability of failure-free operation on each
parameter status in the timespan t.

... b1m 
... b2 m 
... ... 

... bnm 

+

 y1req 
 req 
 y2 , (8)
 ... 
 req 
 yn 

Where Uj(t) is control action; Uj0 is control action initial
value; T - construction documentation design duration; yireq(t)
is required value of reliability in timespan t for each status
variable;

b11 b12
b b
 21 22
 ... ...

bn1 bn 2

... b1m 
... b2 m 
... ... 

... bnm 

+

– pseudoinverse matrix

system status parameter from standards.
The technique for design calculation and achieving
required level of reliability and safety is continuous cycle
(figure 10).

Figure 10. The technique for design calculation and achieving required level
of reliability and safety.

If in the process of designing an output variable doesn’t
reach the required value then the design, process and
operational documents are to be adjusted till the condition is
fulfilled. The new method and approach to extents of tests
planning is suggested to verify the calculated reliability value
at power equipment element prototype stage [12, 15].
The feature of power equipment is that it consists of
components or elements, which are designed and produced
by derivative plants and factories. The components are tested
both as a single element and a part of the power equipment.
Should be noticed that design reliability calculations of
massive metalwork and mechanical engineering assemblies
(such as boiler, turbine, shaft etc.) are made, considering
maximum value of critical section load or assurance factor
because of normal probability law of actual load and
durability.
The element prototype test method in case of special
low-volume fabrication should not demand extensive testing
due to its costly characteristics. The desired extents of test can
be achieved with fine tuning taking into account the control
actions and time and resource allowance (figure 11).
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During the training it’s necessary to reach the lowest error.

Figure 11. The components of element prototype test method.

Control action improvement simulation is similar to the
presented in figure 9, but the state variable matrix is a set of
actual structural and technological change parameters during
production and the documentation is improved based on test
results.
In figure 11 the fixed amount of testing and sequential
analysis methods are presented, which are unlike the methods,
where prototype test assumes producer’s and buyer’s risk, i.e.
rejection after the test. In the proposed technique producer’s
risk vanishes, i.e. α=0.
The repository data can be used for equipment malfunction
and failure prediction. Prediction accuracy can be increased
with implementing artificial neural networks due to their
capability to find complicated and ambiguous input-output
data dependencies.
The artificial neural network unit is a neuron. Their ordered
combination is a structured system (figure 12), which allows
solving classification, image recognition, prediction tasks
[16].

Figure 13. Common neural network structure.

Because of the generalization and finding hidden relations
of input and output values a trained neural network is capable
to predict future parameter variable, based on previous ones.
In the present issue predicted power equipment condition can
be found if the neural network knows its repository data. The
result of the calculation allows warn equipment malfunction
and failure. Should be mentioned, that the data processing
machine, applying the neural network must belong to the
blockchain system.

4. Conclusions
1. The suggested technique for achieving high reliability
and levels of the power equipment using the archival
data allows maintaining the stated indeces at the desired
by the energy system level at each equipment life cycle
stage from design to decommissioning.
2. Using the decentralized blockchain informational
system allows reliable data storage and sharing power
equipment reliability information and among members
of the electrial market.
3. Using the suggested power equipment condition
forecasting method by the archival data from the
distributed systm can help predict equipment failures
and decide whether it should be repaired. The
forecasting accuracy can be achived by using neural
network as a machine learning method.
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